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second Sedan—until 1940. France had survived: but only just,
and with immense losses of both blood and soil, of which only
the soil could be recovered.
It is not within the scope of this study to examine the
events of the war years, but only to estimate their impact on
French government and French political life. Her northern
provinces were invaded, her industrial areas ravaged by fifty-
two months of unbroken warfare. Mines, factories, cities and
farms were left in ruins. Her direct war-expenditure was esti-
mated at some 150,000,000,000 francs. She lost nearly one and
a half million men. Her birth-rate was still further diminished
by war's upheaval. In short, all her pre-war problems, indus-
trial and demographic, had been intensified and none of them
had been solved. Yet even these losses and the consequent ex-
haustion would have been deemed worth it, if one thing had
been gained: absolute national security—irrefrangible guaran-
tees that she would not be in danger of such calamities again.
To ensure this, no less than speedy reparation of the ravages of
serving as the main western battlefield, all her post-war policy
was inevitably directed. French politics and policy during the
inter-war years have been too often misunderstood by inter-
preting them mainly or even entirely in terms of the peace-
settlement. It is one evil consequence of studying history in
periods which begin with a peace-settlement. They are com-
prehensible only in terms of the war as well as of the peace—of
the experience baldly outlined above, and the consequent re-
solve that the same should never happen again, as well as of
the national obsession with preserving the 1919 status quo in
Europe and zenophobic hatred of the Boche.
But what, meantime, of the political repercussions of the
ordeal inside France? How was the Third Republic affected in
its spirit, working and conventions by the necessities of fighting
the war?
The changing internal balance of social forces was, as in
most other belligerent countries, speeded up by the war. Be-
cause France was not liable to starvation by naval blockade,
and the demand for feeding the country had to be met primar-
ily by French agriculture despite great shortage of labour, it

